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Since the original work by Anderson

[1] on the absence of diffusion in disord ered

medi a, many st ud ies have been mad e on this subject [2-7]. It is probably fair to say,
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however, that the nature of the Anderson transition is not yet fully und erstood from
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the st atistical mechanical point of view. For example, it is believed t hat the lower
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Disc repancies among the values of the criti cal exponents in the three-dimensional

Matter Research" , from the Ministry of Education, Sc ience and C ulture, Japan.

system obtained by several different methods have not yet been resolved. One of the
probl ems is how to define the Anderson transition. There a re several criteria [2, 3] to
disti nguish locali zed states from extend ed states, but rigorous relatio ns hips between
th ese criteria have not yet been establi shed t hough they seem to be equivalent to
each other.
Usuall y, extended states (metallic regio ns) are characte ri zed by the non-zero
de-co nductivity at zero temperature and localized states (ins ulating regio ns) are
characterized by a vanishing de-conductivity. In the localized states, electrons are
local ized within a region wh ose linear-size is given by the localization length ~ a nd
th e correlation of eigenfunctions of electrons decays exponentially in a la rge distance.
T he local ization lengt h ~ is defined by

~= lim JD( w)
w-0

iv

-IW

(1.1.1)

o r by

mei ry a nd thus it belongs to the unitary class. T he syste m with spin-depe ndent

C

1

1

=- L-oo
li m - In IG(O, L; E) I,
L

( 1.1.2)

scaiiering amp li tudes invari a nt under time reversal belongs to th e sy mpl ectic en-

wh ere D(w) is t he diffu sio n co nstant a nd G(O , L; E ) is t he single particle G ree n 's

semble. Such a system is realized in t he system with a spin -orbit interaction. It is

e is a

considered thai in the sym pl ect ic case th e locali zation transiti o n occurs eve n in th e

fun ction of elec trons. As is obvious fr om th e definition (1.1.1), the quantity
lin ear fun ction of the dielectr ic constant £, namely

e ex t- 1. Thus t he divergence of

two-dimensional system.

th e localization length is directly related to the diverge nce of the di electric co ns tant.

Experimentally, it was reported thai in t he measure ment for AlGaAs:Si samples

It can be co nside red th a i th ese two definitions (1.1.1) and (1.1.2) of the locali za.ii on

the exponents were estimated as s :::::: 1 and 2v = 1.9 ~ 3.7 (8] whereas for Si:P

lengt h are equivalent from the physical point of view. To the bes t of my knowledge,

samples they were estima ted as s

= 0.51 ± 0.05 a nd 2v = 1.15 ± 0.15 (9].

ho wever, a ri gorous relationship between th e e two definiti ons is not yet obtai ned.
The Anderson localizatio n transition is th e ph ase transition between th e extend ed stat es a nd th e locali zed states. It is consid ered thai th e conductivity at zero

1.2

Several Approaches to Localization (Review)

1) Scaling Theory

temperature s ho uld vani sh continuo us ly as the transition point is approached from
The scaling th eory of the conductivity is proposed by Abra hams ei al. m 1979
t he metalli c region and also the localization lengt h s hould diverge as approached
fro m the in ulaiing regio n. The c ritical e nergy Ec at which the localization length
~ diverges a nd th e de-conductivity becomes vanishing is called the mobility edge.

(10]. They considered the dimensionless conduct ance g(L) of th e finite system Ld
and assumed that the conductan ce g(L') in t he system of th e size L' = aL is given
as a fun ction of a a nd g(L):

C riti cal exponents for the divergence of t he loca liz ation lengt h and for th e eme rge nce

g(L')
g(L) = f(g(L) ,a) .

of th e condu ctivity a.i t he mobility edge Ec are defin ed as

(1.1.3)
res pectively. From th e statistical mechanical point of view, the localization tran siti on is characteri zed by these exponents . It is beli eved that there are three diffe rent
unive rsality classes for these exponents corresponding to the orthogona l, unitary
and sy mplec ti c symme tries of the syste m. In the case in which the Ha miltonian
is represented by a real and symmetri c matrix, the sys tem belongs to the orthogona l sy mmetry class. The sys tem having no time reversal symmetry belongs to th e
unitary cl ass . The syste m with an exte rnal magneti c field has no time reversal sy m2

(1.2.1)

By taking the limit as a-+ 1, the well-known differential eq uati on

dlng(L) = (J( )
dlnL
g

(1.2.2)

is d erived fr om the above scaling assumpti on. An a lyzing the asymptotic behavior of
the fun ction (J(g) in the two limits as g-+ oo and as g-+ 0, it is predicted that th e
lower critical dimensionality is two; all the st at es are locali zed in o ne a nd two dimensions and the localizati on transiti on occurs only in higher than two dimensions . The
temperature-dependence of the conductivity and the negative magneiores istance
have also been explai ned within the framework of tlti s theory (11-14].

3

2) Field Theoretical Approaches

hmi t of low fr eq uencies a nd of large distances and obtained the critical exponents a nd

The study of localization using a fi eld theoretical model known as th e nonlinea r

mobility edges. In the case of the Bethe latt ice, the exponent v for the loc ali zation

u model was discussed by several authors [1 5-23]. In this approach the nonlinear

lengt h is given by v

u model is obtai ned as an effective lagrangian for a generati ng fun ct ional for the

[26].

= 1 and this value is common to th e t hree different symmetries

Gree n's fun ctio ns of elec trons. T here are several ways to derive t he non lin ear u

3) Numerical Fi ni te Size Scaling Met hod

model [16-20]. However, the following approximations are involved. On e is to neglect

The numerical finite-size scaling method has been applied to the localization

hi ghe r order flu ctuations around the sadd le point; only the second order fluctuations

transition by using the quasi-one-dimensional sys tems [27-37]. In the quasi-one-

are taken into accou nt. Another is that the longitudin al fluctuations of the field

dimensional system (M x M x oo), it is show n that the inverse of the localization

theoretical variables are neglec ted . Once we take the nonlinear u model as an

length

effective model for local ization, we can apply the renormalization group method
whi ch has bee n es tabli shed in th e fi eld theory. Th e t:(= d- 2) expa nsion [or the
nonlin ear u model was carried out by Hikami [21-23] and Wegner [24] a nd th e criti cal
exponents for the co ndu ctivity and for the localization length were estimated. For
exa mpl e, in the three-dimensional syst em, with the computation up to the five-loop
order for the or th ogo nal ensemble, the critical exponent v for the localization length
( is obtained as [23]

>.-;/

defined by

x;j =- lim

L~oo

1

-In IG( O, L; E) I
L

(1.2.4)

is positive and self-averaging; it does not depend on the configura ti on of random
potenti als in the limit as L

-+

oo. The decay-rate of the Green's fun ction can

be obtained by the transfer matrix met hod [27]. By consid erin g a suffi ciently long
system, th e value of>.!) can be obtained acc ura tely. In usual finite systems, however,
it is diffi cult to estimate the local izati on length of the syste m sin ce the size of th e
system is limited. In quasi-one-d imensional systems, the cha racteristic lengt h of t he

((E)~

(E- Ecr",

v::::: 0.730.

(1.2.3)

system can be obtained rather easily and this is a main advantage to consider such

In spite of th e approximations involved in the derivation of the nonlinear u model,

systems . The critical exponent for the loc ali zation lengt h a nd the mobihty edges

th is model found to be effective to expl ain the various aspect of th e loc aliza tion

are obta ined by assuming th e scalin g form

transiti on such as the absence of sin gul ar ity in the density of states and th e existence

(1.2.5)
of three different universality classes. One of the shortcomings would be that it is
diffi cult to get more accurate values of the critical exponents by this method because

where ( is the localization length in the limit as M

the t: expansion is an asy mptoti c expans ion . Recently, a possible way to avoid this

t rajectories for various distribution of site energies are also discussed by Bulka et

difficu lty was stud ied by Hikami [23].

al. [30 , 31]. In the case of t he three-dime nsional system with the box distribution

T he nonlinear u model on the Bethe lattice was investigated by Efetov [25, 26].
He calc ulated t he asy mptotic form of th e density-density correlation fun ction in the
4

-+

oo [27]. The mobility edge

of site energies, the exponent v is estimated as

v

= 1.4 ± 0.2
5

(M::; 13)

(1.2.6)

for the ort hogonal ensemble (32]. In the three-dimensional system with a stro ng

developed for higher dimensional systems (49-62]. On e of the most important results

magneti c fi eld , the expone nt vis obtained as v = 1.35 ± 0.15 by Ohtsuki et al. (34].

from these approaches is that the lower bound for th e ex ponent v for the localization

T he two-dimensional system with the symplectic symmetry is also investigated by

length is given by

several authors (35-37].

v 2': 2/d

4) Self-Consistent or Mean-Field Approaches
Self-co nsistent or mean-field approaches to the localization transition have also
been tried (38-41]. A self-consistent theory of Anderson localization was proposed by

(1.2.7)

wh ere d denotes the dimensionality of the system (56, 57]. The valu es of the exponent
v obtained by the t: expansion (1.2.3) and by the numerical finite-size scali ng method
(1.2.6) both satisfy the above condition.

Yollhardt and Wolfle (39]. On the basis of the standard diagrammatic expansion for
the conductivity, they derived a self-consistency integral equation for the diffusion

1.3

Motivations and Organization of the Thesis

constant D(w). T lli s theory yield s a vanishing conductivity for d ::s; 2, which is
co nsistent with th e scaling theory by Abrahams et al. (10]. In the case of d = 3 the

In the three-dimensional system, there are considerable discrepancies among the

expo nent (v) for the localization length and that (s) for the conductivity are given

values of the exponents obtained by several different methods. Since the t: expansion

by s

= v = 1.

This self-consistent approximation can also be related to the scaling

is an asymptotic one, it is rather difficult to make an extrapolation to th e true
critical exponent. The resu lt obtained by the finite-size scaling method appears

theory by Abrahams et al. (39].
Thompson and Matsubara (40] proposed another self-consistent approach to lo-

quite reliable. However, this also suffers from the small-siz e effect of the systems.

cali zation. Using decoupl ing approximations as those in the case of the coherent

In these situations, it may be dangerous to rely on the res ults obtained by a single

potential approximation (42, 43], they derived self-consistency equations for the ver-

approach.

tex functions associated with the product of the two single particle Green's fun ctions.

scaling, shou ld be re-exanlined by another method. If the results are confirmed by

The self-co nsistency equation by Yollhardt and WoiAe was recovered in the limit of

different methods, they would be more reliable.

The results obtained by one method , for example, by the finit e-size

The obvious order parameter for the Anderson transition is the de-conductivity.

weak d iso rd er.
A mean-field approach in the real space was proposed by Sornette and Souil-

It is, however, difficult to develop a statistical mechanical theory of this transition by

lard (41]. It also reproduces the self-consistency equation for the diffusion constant

taking the conductivity as an order parameter. On the other hand , from a similarity

obtain ed by Yollhardt and Wolfle.

between the localization transition and the thermodynamic phase transition in mag-

5) Mathematical Approaches

netic systems, we may consider, as an obvious analogy, that the localization length in

Mathematical approaches to locali zation have been extensively performed es-

the localized states corresponds to the correlation length in the paramagnetic phase.

pecially in one-dimensional systems (3, 6, 44-48, 58]. These methods have also been

T he correlation length diverges as the critical temperature is approached from the

6

7

para magneti c region a nd its divergence yi elds th at of the magnetic susceptibility.

In chapter 3, we show that in the light-binding Anderson model o n t he Bel he lat-

Sim ilarly, the local ization lengt h diverges as we approach the mobility edge from the

tice t he exponent ial decay- rate of the Green's function can be obtain ed for arbitrary

local ized region and its divergence yields that of the di elec tric constant. Namely,

energies and arbitrary disorder. Analyti c results for the Lorentzian di stributi on of

t he locali zed states (extended states) correspond to the temperature-region higher

site energies are presented . On the basis of these results, a criterion for locali zation

(lowe r) th an the critical temperature Tc. One of the diffi cult probl ems in treating

on the corresponding real lattice is proposed. The results for the Lorentzian dis-

the conductivity as an order parameter is that it is not cl ear what quantity in the

tributi on of site energies are explicitly described. Relations to th e previous works

th erm odynamic phase transition would correspo nd to th e conduct ivity.

[72- 74) are also discussed .

In the present thesis, instead of treating the conductivity, we discuss the local-

In chapter 4, the exponential decay of the eigenfunction on the Bethe lattice is

ization length ( and define the mobility edge by the condition that ((Ec) = oo. Our

discussed . The intuitive argument for the exponential decay of th e eigen fun ction

aim here is to evaluate the critical exponents to determine the universality classes

near the boundary is proposed.

and th e upper critical dimensionality. To discuss the upper critical dimensionality,

Chapter 5 is devoted to the summary and future probl ems.

we have to kn ow how the localization transition behaves in high dimensions. We
thus need the mean-field theory which becomes exact in the limit of high dimensionality. In classical spin systems, such a mean-field theory is well-known as the
Wei s approximation.
On the basis of these considerations , we adopt self-consistent or mean-field approaches to the localization transition. We show that qualitatively good results for
th e mobility edge trajectories are obtai ned by a self-consistent approximation. Moreover, we obtain a c riterion which is expected to hold better in higher dimensions
by using exact results on the Be the latti ce. However, we have not yet succeeded in
obtaining the critical exponents in the two or three-dimensional system.
The present thesis is organ ized as follows: In chapter 2, we propose a selfconsistent approximation in analogy with mean-field approximations in classical
spin sys tems. Mobility edge traj ec tories in the three-dimensional system with various distribution of site energies are obtained by this approximation . The results are
discussed in co mparison with those obtained by the finite-size scaling method.
8

9

In the present chapter we discuss the mobility edge trajectory, i. e. the phase diagram of the Anderson transition. Mobility edge trajectories in the three-dimensional

Chapter II

systems for several kinds of distribution s of the rand om potential have been discussed

A Self-Consistent Approximation for the

in detail by Bulka et al. [30, 31]. Their results show that for the box distribution
and for t he Gaussian one there exist extended states outsid e the unpert urbed band

Localization Transition in the
Three-Dimensional System

and suggest that th ere are two different physical mechanisms of localizatio n, namely
quantum inte rferences and potential localization. Sin ce the mean-field approximalion is suitable to describe phase diagrams, it is expected t hat for this probl em our

2.1

self-consistent approximation works well.

Introduction

Recentl y the mean-field theory, which was not considered to be suitable to study

2.2

Model and Approximation

non-classical cr itical behavior, turns out to be applicable also to the st udy of cril·
ical exponents by using t he coherent-anomaly method (CAM) [63, 64]. T he basic
idea of t he CAM is to extrapolate the true critical temperatures and criti cal exponents from some systematic se ries of generalized mean-field approximations [63].

We neglect the Coulo mb interactions between electrons and consi der on ly t he
one-particl e problem in a random potent ial. We adopt here the tight-binding Anderson Hamiltonian,
H

This method has been success fully applied to classical spin systems and spin glasses

= -t I: clc1 +I: v.c.1c;

(2.2.1)

<i,j>

Cl

[65, 66]. T here are several kinds of series of approximations and the most elementa ry

where

approximations are Weiss-like approximations [64]. Taking these recent develop-

i and t denotes th e nearest neighbor hoppin g amplitu de. T he site energies {II;}

me nts in stati sti cal mecha nics into co nsiderat ions, we have tried to apply these new

are distribu ted ind ependently and the distribution fun ction of the site energies is

concepts to the problem of the Anderson t ra.nsiti on. The main problem here is how

denoted by P(V) . Using the Green 's fun ction, we define t he local ization lengt h E,(E)

to constru ct a systematic series of approximations of the Anderson transition. In

as follows:

(C;) denotes a creation (annihilation) operator of a n electron o n the site

the next section we propose a possible example of such approximations in analogy

E,(E)-1
with t he Weiss-like approximations in classical spin syste ms. Our argument is based
on the ana logy betwee n the localization length and the correlation length . This

lim

]x-y]-oo

G(x,y;E) -

(xj(E-

1

- -- ln (jG(x, y; E)j2) ••
21X - y 1

Ht

analogy has appeared also in the ri goro us a rgument about the lower bound of th e
cri tical exponent of the localiz a tion lengt h [54, 56, 57, 60].

10

11

1

iy).

(2.2 .2)

llere the bracket (

).v denotes a n ave rage over the distribution of the site energies.

to determine the cr itical temperature. Here the bracket (

) 11 denotes a thermal

ave rage with respect to the Hamiltonian in the cluster fl. The le ft hand side of

The mobility edge Ec is determined by the co ndition t hat

eq .(2.2.8) is a. s um of t he correlation fun ctio ns betwee n t he center spin a nd the
~(Be)=

00

(2.2.3)

and the criti cal exponent v is d efin ed as follows:

bound a ry spins. T hi s correl at ion between the ce nter and the boundaries is close ly
related to the concept of symme try breaking because it represe nts the effect of
boundary conditio ns on the ce nter spin .

(2.2.4)
This kind of argu me nt can be generali zed to t he case of spin glass systems a nd
In eq.(2.2.2), we have adopted the geomet rical average rather than th e a rithme ti c

t hen a simil ar conditi o n of t he form

average of th e Green's function to define t he localization length. In one-dimensional
(2.2.9)

disordered chains, the inverse of the localizati on lengt h defined by eq .(2.2.2) is nothin g but the Lyapunov exponent which is kn own to be self-averaging [6].

has bee n ob tain ed (65, 66) for the spin glass criti cal tempera ture

Let us briefly review the Weiss- like approximations. As an example, we co nsid er
Isin g s pin syste ms. Thus we assume th e original Hamiltonian
HI.ing

= -J L

S;S1 ,

S; =±1,

<iJ>

L

S;S, +A

<i,J>

the ±J model. He re th e square bracket denotes the average ove r th e bond co nfigu-

(2.2.5)

t

2

L

z; (IGn(i,j; EW)av = 1

(2.2.10)

J E811

consid er an iso tropic cluster fl and the foll owin g effective Hamiltoni a n

= -J(

in the case of

rations. In analogy with eq.(2.2.9), we expect that th e co nditi on

wh ere J denotes t he nearest neighbor interaction. Following Suzuki et al. (64), we

H,ff

r:g

L

zkSk) ,

i, j E fl

would lead to a good estimation of the mobility edge

Be. TJ ere G 11 d enotes the

Green 's fun ction in th e cluster fl and i denotes the site in t he center of it. We a re
(2.2.6)

kE&n

able to derive t hi s conditi on from a self-consistent approx im ation fo r th e quantity

(IG( x, y)i2).v as foll ows.

Here A d enotes th e effect ive fi eld and zk denotes the number of oute r bo nd s of th e
Let us consider a n isot ropic cluster flx wh ose ce nte r is x a nd radius is R (Fig.
site k o n th e boundary of th e cluster fl. We require the foll owing self-co nsiste ncy
2.1) . We assume that th e dista nce

co nditi on [64)

lxl

from the origin 0 to x is la rge enough so that

the radius R of the cluster is much smaller than the d istance
(2.2.7)

we get t he eq uation (64)

Here we introduce

a rest ricted Hamiltoni a n H(Bflx) defined by

wh ere the bracket d enotes a thermal average for H,ff a.nd S 0 denotes the spin in th e
ce nter of the clu ster. Expand ing the left hand side of eq.(2.2 .7) with respect to A,

lxl-

H(Bflx) = -t

L Clc, + h.c.,

(2 .2.11 )

<•,J>

T hi s H(Bflx) is t he Ham iltonian res tricted to th e bound ary of th e cluster. Here the
(2.2.8)
12

following resolve nt ide ntity holds for the full Ham ilto ni a n H in eq.(2 .2.1) and the
13

where y E anr, y' ¢ nr and IY- y'i = 1. Notice that if the boundary Hamilton ian

H(8flr) separates z from z', then Gan.(z, z'; E)= 0. Using this property, we obtain
th e identity t hat

G(x, 0; E)= -t L Gan,(x, y; E)G(y', 0; E)

(2.2.15)

(y,y')

• y'

wh ere yEan"' y' ¢ nr and IY- y'i = 1. Wit h this ide ntity, we make t he followin g

-·

0

-

-

-

-

-

- - - - -

approximatio n such th at

(L

2

L t G8n, (x ,y; E)Gan,(x ,z; E)G*(y' ,O;E)G(z',O;E))••

(y,y') (<,<')
2

:::; t L

L (G!m,(x,y;E)Gan.(x,z;E)) •• (G*(y',O;E)G(z', O;E)) ••

(y,y') (<,< ' )

(2 .2. 16)
(y,y')

In the above, we have repl aced the average of the summations of t he Green's fun ctions wi t h the summations of t he averages of t he Green's fun ctions and, in the t hird
line, we also neglect t he off-di agonal terms. Under this app roxima ti on we ge t a
F ig. 2. 1: T he cl uster flx .

self-consistency integral eq uation for th e fun ction ( IG(z, 0)12} ••. Since t he cluster is

above bo und ary Ha miltonia n H(8flr),
1

E- H
Han,

E-

isotropic, t he function (IGan,( x, y)i2) •• does not depend on y but on lx - yj

~fan, + E- Han, · H( on r ) · -E-~-H

(2.2.12)

= (IGan, (l x- Yi = R; E)i2) ••.

i.e. (IGan,(x, y; E)i2)••

We th en get

2

H - H( 8flx )·

= R,

(jG(x, 0; EW) •• = i (1Gan, (l x- Yi = R ; EW) •• L (IG(y', 0; EW) •• ,

(2.2. 17)

(y,y')

Note t hat t he Ha mil toni an Han, is expressed as

wh ere y E anr, y' ¢ nr a nd IY- y'i = 1.
(2 .2.13)

where H(flx ) (H(ITx)) denotes the Hamil tonian in sid e (outside) the cluste r fl x. From

We fin d t hat t he conditi on (see Appe nd ix 2.A)
2

t (1Gan, (l x - Yi = R; EW) ••

L

1 :<::; 1

(2.2. 18)

(y,y ' )

eq.(2.2.12), we then obtain t he resolvent identity of t he G reen's fun ction [54, 60]
has to be satisfi ed in order th at t here may exist a solution of eq.(2.2. 17) wbjch decays

G(x, 0; E)

Gan,(x, 0; E)- t L Gan.(x, y; E )G(y' , 0; E ) (2. 2. 14)

expo nential ly in large d ista nce, i. e.

(y,y')

Gan.(z, z'; E ) -

1

(zi(E- Han. t lz')

2
2lxl
(I G (x, 0; E) I }•• ex exp(- ((E) ] as

14
15

lxl-> oo.

(2.2.19)

Thus the critical condition which determines the mobility edge Ec is given by
2

t (1Gan,(lx- Yl

= R; EcW)av L

1

=1

2.3

(2.2.20)

Numerical Calculations

Usi ng eq.(2 .2.20) we have estimated the mobility edges for various values of the

(y,y')

width of the distribution functions of the site energies and obtained the mobility
in this approximation and the exponent v becomes 1/2 (see Appendix 2.A). T hi s
edge trajectories in the three-dimensional cubic lattice for the box, the Gaussian and
value of v is considered to be that of the mean-field limit [6, 75]. We can easily find
the Lorentzian distributions. The method we have used is the exact diagonalization
that eq.(2.2 .20) is equ ivalent to eq .(2 .2.10) if we consid er an isotropi c cluster.
of the Hamiltonian for finite clusters (see Appendi.x 2.B). The isotropic cluster !lx

lt should be noted here that the asymptotic form of the left hand side of
(radius R) we ha.ve used is defined by the set of points inside or on the sphere of
eq.(2.2.20) shou ld be
radiu s R whose ce nter is x. The averages of the Green's fun ctions were taken over

R _, oo

(2.2 .21)
3

10 samples for the cluster R
in t he locali zed region. We therefore expect that in the localized region the mobility
edge Ec in this approximation will vanish if we take the cluster large enough. We
further assume the scaling form of the Green's function

=5

and 3 x 103 samples for R

= 2.

T he results a.re show n in Fig. 2.2, Fig. 2.3 a.nd Fig. 2.4 for t he box, the Gaussian
a.nd the Lorentzian distributions, respectively. In order to compare our results with
the results by Bulka. et a.l. [31] which are obtained by using the finite-size scalin g

1
2lxl
(IG(O, x; E) I )av ex lxld- 2 +, exp[- ~(E)]
2

(2 .2.22)

method, their results [31] (dashed lines) are a lso shown in Figs. 2.2, 2.3 and 2.4.
The box, the Gaussian a nd the Lorentzian distribution functi ons we have used in

with 17 sat isfying the inequality 0

<

17

<

1, as in the case of spin-glass correla-

tion functions [65 , 66]. Then we can easily find that the mobility edge

Ec

the prese nt chapter are given by

in th is

approximat io n approaches t he correct value as the cluster-size is increased.

1

Pa(V)

-B(Wa-IVI)

Pc(V)

( 2 7r~J)I/ 2 exp(- V 2 /2WJ)

2Wa

WL
1r(V 2 + Wl)'

(2.3.1)

respectively.
For the box and the Gaussian distributions, the result s hows that there is a regi on
in wh ich extended states are enhan ced as t he width of the distribution of the random
potential is in creased. On the other hand, no s uch region ex ists for the Lorentzian
distribution. The critical values of the parameters WL, We and W 8 at E = 0 are
es timated as W'jjt ~ 3.9(R
16

= 2), WGft

~ 6.5(R

17

= 2)

and Waft ~ 9.4(R

= 5),

respectively. These values obtained even in each singl e approximation are not far
from the resu lts of previous works [31]. However, it should be noted that we have
to investigate the R-dependence of these values in seve ral approximations in order
to estimate th e true c ritical values in the infinite syste m .
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Fig. 2.2: Mobility edge trajectory for the box di st ribu tion. T he radius of the cluster
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by Bulka et al.
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Fig. 2.4: Mobility edge trajectory for the Lorentzian distributi on. The radiu s of th e
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2.4

Disc u ss ions

van is hes as the number of samples goes to infinity, though in the case of the box a nd
th e Gaussian d ist ribution s, a. smal l difference can be seen between th e hi s togram a nd

We have obtained mobility edge trajectories in the three-dimensional c ubi c latt ice
th e Gaussia n with the first and the second moments de termined from the numer ica l
for t he box, the Gaussian a nd the Lorentzian distributions. Alth ough our clu ste rs
data. Apart from a constant C0 , the quantity shown in Figs. 2.5, 2,6 a nd 2.7 can
arc ra ther small , ou r results are q ualitatively in good agreement with the res ults
be related to t he inverse local ization lengt h by
obtai ned by Bulka et al. (31). In the case of the Gaussian and the box distributions,
we have observed the regions in which extend ed states are enhanced as the width

In

( 18 ~ I L

IG(x,i;EW)

:r 1Eail.-

of the distribution of the rand om potential is increased . This fact would imply the

~ RC'·

(2.4 .1)

Since o ur clusters are smal l (R:::; 5), the validity of the above relat ion m ay not be

existence of extend ed states outside the unpert urbed band for these distributions
clear. However , th e results seem to be similar to th ose obtained for the distribution
(31). In the case of the Lorentzian di stributi on we have observed no such region and
of the inverse loca liz ation length in one-dimensional syste ms (67, 68).
this would imply the absence of extended s tates outside the unperturbed ba.nd for
We have also es timated the mobi lity edges usin g clu ste rs of different size. The
the Lo rentzian di stribution. These properties have already been observed by Bulka

radius of the la rges t cluster we have used is R = 5. Up to this size, we have not

et al . (31) a nd our res ults are consistent with their res ults. It is remarkable that th e
yet found a sys tematic behavior (63 , 64) which may be expected to lead to the true
qualitative feat ures of the mobility edge trajectories are obtained by the cal cul at io ns
critical behav io r of the local ization length in the infinite syste m. It may be due
u ing s uch small systems , though the effect of long-range quantum interfere nces is
to th e fact th at o ur cluster is not large enough to find such a syste matic behavior.
co nsidered to be important in disc ussin g the And erson transition .
More detail ed investigations by calculations in larger clusters are needed to check
We have to mention bere the d efinition of the localiza.tion length . We have
de fined th e localization length using th e geometrical average of the Green's function. Jn quasi-one-dimensional systems, th is definition of the localization length is
eq uival ent to MacKinnon and Kramer 's (27). However, there remains a problem to

the validity of o ur approximation.
Finally, we note that if we se t R = 0 in our approximation (2 .2.20), we obta in
t he same ty pe o f criterion for the mobility edge as was di sc ussed by Economou and
Cohen (69-71).

clarify the relation between physical quantities such as th e dielectric constant and
the localizati on length defined by eq.(2.2 .2).
We have checked numerically that th e di st ribution function of the logarithm of
the Gree n's functi on in a finite cluster is cl ose to the Gaussian dist ribution (see
Figs. 2.5, 2.6 and 2.7). These results would imply that the distribution of sample
means ove r a s ufficiently large number of samples becomes Gaussian and its variance
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Fig. 2.5: T he di st ribution of th e logarithm of the Green's function for th e Lorentzian

Fig. 2.6: T he distribution of the logarithm of the Green's fun ction for the box

distributi on. T he solid lin e is Gaussian with first and second moments d etermin ed

distribution. T he solid lin e is Gaussian with first a nd second moments dete rmined

fr om th e numeri cal data. Here R

= 3 and

24

C0

= ln(l.S1r(2R +

1) 2 ).

from t he num eri cal data. Here R

= 2 and

25

C0

= ln(l.S1r(2R + 1) 2).

App e ndix 2 .A : D erivatio n o f (2 .2 .1 8)
If we write f(x)

=(IG(x,
f(x)

0; E)l 2 ) •• , eq.(2.2.17) can be written in the form,
Co.(E)

L

J(y')

(2.A.l)

(y,y')

Cn,(E)

Histog r a m
1

I

4 00

Gaussian w=6/
t
P(x) oc exp( -x 2 /2w 2 )
E= 4 / t; t=Hopping Amp.
4000 samples
Radius R=2

I

I

I

600
-

wh ere y E Bnx, y' ¢

rrr

-

nx and

2

t (/Gan,( /x- y/ = R; EW) •• ,
/y - y'/ = 1. If we assume t hat the system is isotropic,

then we obtai n

= f(/x /)

f(x)

(2.A.2)

and using th e proper ty R ~ /x / we can make an approxim ati on

1\

f(y' ) = f (/y'/ ) ""'f(/x / - Rcos e)

-

f-

I

where

e is defined

(2.A.3)

in Fig. 2. 1. T hen we ass ume the soluti on of eq.(2.A. l ) in the

form

I\
200

2/x /

J(/x/) ex: exp[- ~(E) ] .

-

f-

(2.A.4)

Substitu ting the soluti on (2.A.4) in to eq.(2.A. 1) we obtain
1 = C0 ,( E )

2R

I: exp[~( E) case].

(2.A.5)

(y,y')

0

- 20

I

l

I
- 10

0

2

20

10

ln(I;Oxi:Ei€aOJGao.(x,i;E)I )+Co

Since the cluster we consider is isotropic, the summation
t he transformation

e ->

(1r- B). T hu s

we

L(y,y ' )

is invari an t un der

can t ransform th e right hand sid e of

eq. (2.A .5) as follows:

Fig. 2 .7 : T he distribution of the logarithm of t he Green's fun ction for the Gaussian

1

=

dist ri bution. T he solid lin e is Gaussian wi t h fi rst and second moments determin ed
fro m t he numerical data. Here R = 2 and Co= ln[l. 5K(2R

+ 1)2 ]·
(2.A.6)

26

27

---·---~

nx· uSin
.g

The seco nd term of the last lin e in eq.(2.A.6) is positive. T herefore we can easily

of the sites on the boundary of t he clu ste r

find that the condition

calculated the left hand side of eq.(2 ·2·20) a nd obta·med tl1e res u I'cs s 1wwn In
· F1gs.
·

Cn.(E)

L

(2.A.7)

1 ::0 1

th 'IS approx .imatiOn
.
we have

2.2, 2.3 a nd 2.4.

(y,y')

has to be satisfied in order that the locali zation length I; may have a real solu tio n.

We note that we can also make anothe r approximation of the form

Near the mobility edge (i. e. R/1; ~ 1) we have

(2 .B.3)

R

(2.A.8)

I;( E) ex (1- C Oz (E)"'
1)'/2
L(y,y
1

and therefore we arrive at the expon ent v

)

in calculating of the left hand sid e of eq ·(2 . 2. 20) . I n •1
• li·S case, 1· t seems that the
smal l-size effect appears rather seriously compared with the approximation (2.B. 2 ),

= 1/2.

especially for small cluste rs. We have thus adopted th e approximation (2.B.2) in the
prese nt paper. Which approximation sho uld be used remain s to be seen in fur t her

Appendix 2.B : Calculation of the Green's function

calculations.
Using th e eigenvalues and eige nfunctions of t he Hamiltoni a n inside the cluster

11x, the Gree n's fun ction G 011 , is expressed as

Gao.( z, z' ; E)

L

'1/Jn(z) 'if;~( z')

n

E-En

(2.B.1)

T hese eigenvalues {En } and eigenfun ctions { '1/Jn } are obtained numerical ly by diagonali zin g the Hamiltonian H(11x)· As our clu sters are rath er small , they are not
co mpletely iso tropic . We thus adop t th e follow ing approximation

(\Gon.(\x-

y\ =

R; EW) ••

L

1

(y,y')

= (\Gon,(\x-

y\ =

R ; EW

L

1) ••

(y,y')

(y,y')

~ ( \B~

\
:r

where y E 811x, y'

L

\Gon.(x, z; EW )••

tf. 11x a nd \y- y'\

L

1

,

(2.B.2)

(y,y')

zE&O a:

= 1, to get the Green's function from the ce nter

to the boundary in the left ha nd side of eq.(2.2.20). Here
28

\BI1x \ denotes

the number

29

proved only for sufficiently large disorder or low energies.
The localization transition on the Bethe lattice (the Cayley tree) has also been

Chapter III

investigated by several authors [25, 26, 72-76]. The stability of the local ized states on
the Bethe latti ce was djscussed first by Abou-Chacra et al. [72, 73] . Some rigorous

Deacy-Rate of the Green's Function in a
Random Potential on the Bethe Lattice and a

results for the decay of eigenfunctions are obtai ned by Kunz and Sou ill ard (74]. It
is interesting that the above two groups (72-74] obtajned the same criterion for the
mobility edge, though their approaches seem to be quite different. The Anderson

Criterion for Localization

localization on the Bethe lattice was also investigated by Efetov [25, 26] using the
field-th eoretical model, i.e. the nonlinear

3.1

<J

model.

Introduction
The Bethe latti ce has no closed path and the sites on its boundary are as nu-

Besides statistical mecharucal approaches, mathematical approach es to the An-

merou s as those in side the system. In spite of these specific properties, it can be

derson local ization have also been developed in recent years (3 , 6, 44-62]. In par-

regard ed as an approximate lattice for real latti ces. Our main motive for consid-

ticular, th e one-dimensional case has been studied extensively by this approach

ering such a system is to develop an approximate theory for a real lattice on the

(3, 6, 44-48,51,58, 62]. Such mathematical met hods have also bee n applied to lligh er-

level of a mean-field theory by using exact results on the Bet he latti ce [72] . In the

dimensional sys tems. The exponential decay of the Green's function for suffici ently

present chapter , we show that the exponential decay-rate of the Green's fun ction

large disorder or low energies in multi-dimensional systems was proved first by

on the Bethe latti ce can be obtained by solving a self-consistency non lin ear integral

Frohlich and Spencer [49]. Their work was followed by Martin elli and Scoppola [50]

equati on for the distribution function of th e Green's fun ction. The self-co nsiste ncy

wh o proved the absence of an absolutely continuous spectrum in the same range of

equati on is obtajned from a rec ursion for mula for th e Green's functi on. Analytic

parameters. The condition for the proof of localization was somewhat relaxed by

results in the case of the Lorentzian distributi on of site energi es are expli citly ob-

seve ral authors (51-53]. A new proof for these results was al so given by von Drei-

tajned. As far as we know , our result on the Beth e lattice is the first exac t estim at ion

fus and Spencer[54, 55). The rigorous lower bound of the critical exponent for th e

of the exponential decay- rate of the Green's function for arbitrary energies and ar-

localization length has been obtained by th ese mathemati cal approaches (56 , 57).

bitrary disorder, except in one dimension. On the basis of these resu lts we propose

Their cr ucial assumption for th e proof of locali zation is the exponential dec ay of

a criterion for th e localized st ates, which is exact in the one-dimensional syste m.

the G reen's function (51 , 58-62]. This expon ential decay of th e Green's function has

The mobility edge trajectory obtained by our criterion in the case of the Lorentzian

been proved in one dimension for arbitrary energies and arbitrarily small disord er

distributi on of site energies seems to be qualitatively in good agreement with there-

using the positivity of the Lyapunov exponent, but in higher dimensions it has b een

sults obtained in the corres pond ing hyperc ubi c latti ce. Relations to previous works

30
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by Abou-Chacra et al. (72, 73] and by Kunz and Sou ill ard (74] are also di sc ussed.

3.2

T he present chapte r is organized as follows: In section 3.2, we introduce a Green 's
fun ction restricted to one of the bra nches of the Bethe lattice and derive the selfconsistency equati on for its dist ribution fun ction. In section 3.3, the relat ion between
th e decay-rate of th e Gree n's function and th e distribution fun ction of the rest ri cted
G reen's fun ction defin ed in section 3.2 is explai ned. Analytic results in the case of
th e Lorentzian distribution of site energies are explicitly presented in section 3.4. A
criterion for localizati on is described with explicit results for the Lorentzian distri·
but1·o n 1n

,.

sec ~..1on

3 . 5. In section 3·6 , the present criterion is discussed in comparison

Recursion Relation for the Green's Function

We consider noninteracting electro ns in a rand om potential on a Bethe lattice
with the connect ivity K. A Bethe lattice with ](

= 2 is shown

in Fig. 3.1. On th e

Bet he lattice, we can defi ne a set of sites {j } whose d istance from the origi n 0 is n
(i.e.

Iii

=li- Ol = n). We call this set of sites the n th shell and it is denoted by Sn

in t he following. T he nth shell consists of(/(+ 1)]("- 1 sites. T he boundary shell is
denoted by Ss, where B is th e distance betwee n the or igin and th e boundary and
we adopt the free bo und a ry condition. Th e lattice constant is ta ken to be one.
We adopt the tight-binding Anderson model defin ed by th e Ha milto ni a n:

with that of the prev ious works.

H = - t

I; c,tc1 +I; v.c,tc.,

(3.2 .1 )

<•,J>

where C/(C;) is a creation (a nnihilation) operator of an elec tro n at the site i, t
deno tes a hopping am plitude between nearest neighbors and site energies are denoted
by {V;}. The site energies {V;} are distributed independe ntly and its distributi on
function is denoted by P(V).
Th e Green 's fun ct ion is defin ed by

G( z, z'; E)

=(z i(E- Ht lz') ,
1

(3.2 .2)

where z and z' denote sites on the Bethe latt ice.
Here we introdu ce an operator f; ,j defin ed by
f;,1
for th e sites i a nd j with

= -t(C/C + h. c.),
1

li- i l = 1 and
Hr ..,

(3.2 .3)

consid er the Hamiltonian Hr;,, defined by

=f!- r ..

r

(3.2.4)

Sin ce th ere is no hopping amplitud e be twee n the site i and the site j in the Ha miltoni an H r .. ,, the system described by H r;,, is divided into two parts whi ch do not
32

33

.mteract WI'
·· 11 eac h o'her
'
· The Bethe lattice is accordin gly d ivided into t he corre-

site except i = 0. We can write eq.(3.2.6) in terms of y, as
]{

. ,,wop arts . T he part including the site i and t he other includin g the site j
spon d 1ng

y,

=

E - II, - t 2 ~ Y,(/)

(3.2.8)

1=1

are denoted by 0; a nd 0 1 , respective ly (see F ig. 3.2).

It s hould be remarked here that the quantity y, satisfyi ng t he rec ursion relation

We then define a Green's function Gr;,,(z, z') as

(3 .2.8) is also related to the d ecay (or growt h) rate of eige nfun ctions. T he e igen-

Gr .,,
.. (z,z'; E)= (zj(E- Hr;,;t'lz').
·
H r;, 1 th a t Gr; ,1 (z , z'·, E)
It is evid ent from the definition of the HaiTIJ·1toman

(3.2.5)

=

0 if

z E 0; and z' E Oj.

fun ction .Pe(i) is defined as the solution of the Schrodinger equation Il ,Pe = E.PeWe can then easily find that the quantity z, defined by

z;

=-t.PeU)Ne(i),

for

{i,j : Ii i > IJI, li- jl

=

1} ,

(3.2 .9)

Let us consid er a site i E Sn and its nearest neighbors {i - 1, j(1), · · ·, j(K) :
i _ 1 E S,.-~oj (1) , . .. ,j(K) E Sn+I } as show n in Fig. 3.3. Using the resolvent

also satisfi es the same recursion relation as eq.(3.2 .8):
}(

z; = E-

identity, we obtain t he foll owing recursion relation for the Green's function (see
Append ix 3.A):

(3.2. 10)

1=1

Note t ha t in th e d efinition (3.2.9) the site j is determin ed uniqu ely for fixed i .
}(

G

V; - t2 ~ zj(/).

(i i· E)- 1 = E- V;- t 2 ~ Gr;,,(IJ(j(l), j(l); E).

r,_, ,, ' '

(3.2.6)

Now let us consid er th e d istr ibu tion fun ction of the variables {y;}, i.e.

t he

l=I

inverse of the restricted Green's fun ctions. Here we take E to be real so t hat t he
i i· E ) the res tricted Green's fun ction si nce it depends only on
\\re n1 ay call G r1-1 , i ( ' '
the freedom restricted in the one of th e two parts separated by the bond (i , i - I)
betwee n t I1e s1·te 1· a nd the 51·te (i - 1) · It s hould be noted t hat the restricted Green's
fun ctiOns {G r 1,1 c 1) (J'(l) ' 1·(1)·' E)} in th e right ha nd sid e of eq.(3.2.6) are completely
·

ind epend ent random variables since the correspondi ng portions of the Bethe lattice

variables {y;} which are determined rec ursively from th e boundary by usin g th e
rec ursion relation (3.2.8) are also real. If we take E to be complex, we have to
consider the distribution fun ctions of both the real part a nd t he im aginary part of
the Green's function a nd the argument will be more complicated (72). If we ta ke
the fr ee boundary condition, we have

do not s ha re any site. It is obvious that for a ny site i E Sm there exits an uniqu e
(3.2.11)

. J· E S m-1 sat·ISfymg
·
the conditi on that li - j l = 1 a nd in this case the restricted
Site
G reen ,s fun ct·ton G r ,,1 (i , i·, E) thus actually d epends only on the site i. This allows

for any site m in th e boundary shell (mE S 8

us to abbreviate t he inverse of th e restricted Green 's functi on to

of Ym is t hen given by

).

The distribution fun ction Q<=l (ym)

(3.2.12)

(3.2 .7)

We thus obtain that the distributi on fun ctions of the variables {Ym} in th e boundary
for the sites i and j with Ii i

> Ii i a nd li- j l = 1. Th e variable y; is defined for every
34

shell (Ym E Sn) a re uniform a nd a re equivalent to th e distribution functi on of site
35

with the coordi nation number Z =
· cq ua i'10 n
- I\ + 1, we obia'1n tile foli o wing
ene rgies. It is easy to see thai if the dist ributions are uniform in th e mih shell, the

Yo= G(O, 0; Et 1 (3.2.16)

distributions in the (m-l)th shell are then also uniform. The distributions are thus
uniform in each shell in the case of the fr ee boundary conditio n. The distribution at

for th e distribution function Q0 (Y0 ) at the origin 0. If the distance from the boundary

the n th shell is den oted by Qn in the following. We therefore obtai n from eq.(3.2 .8)

to th e origin is suffi cientl y large, we may replace Q 1 in eq.(3.2. 16) by Q. We then

the following nonlinear integral equation for t he distribution function Q,.( y;) for

finally arrive at

K

j P(V;)dV; 11 Qn+l (YJU J)dYi(IJo(y; -

E

+ V; + t

2

1=1

K

K

1=1

1=1

L Yj(}J)

z

z

1=1

1=1

J11 Q(yJ(IJ)dyJ(l)P(E- Yo- t2 L y- 1).

~I

j 11 Qn+l (YiUJ)dYi(IJP(E- y;- e L yj(})),
i E Sn,

Qo(Yo) =

K

(3.2.13)

j(l), ... , j(I<) E Sn+ l·

Next we consider the steady solution Q(y) of eq.(3 .2.13). Taking Qn

= Q,.+ 1 = Q

in eq.(3.2.13) , we obtain the following self-consiste ncy nonlinear integral equation

Q(y;)

K

K

1=1

1=1

= j 11 Q(Yi(IJ)dYi(l)P(E- y;- t 2 L

Y.i(h)

(3.2.14)

for the distribution (unction Q(y). In different contexts, the nonlin ear integral equa.lion of this type has also appeared in the previous pa.pers [72, 74] . The steady solution Q(y) can be obtained analytically when the distribution function of the random
pote ntials {V.} is of the Lorentzian type . Using this solution Q(y), we discuss the
exponential decay-rate of the Green's function in the next section.
We have discussed the Green's fun ction Gr,_,,;(i, i; E) which is restricted to one
of the branches of the Bethe lattice . In the same way, we can also obtain th e
distribution Q0 of the Green's function G(O , 0; E)- 1 , where 0 denotes the origin of
th e Bet he lattice. Sin ce the Green's fun ction G(O, 0; E) is expressed in terms of the
rest ricted ones { Gr,,,(IJ } as

z

G(O, 0; E)- 1 = E- Vo- t 2 L Gr,,,<•J(j(l ),j(l); E),
1=1

j(l), ... ,j(Z) E S1o (3.2.15)
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J(l)

(3.2.17)

0

1st shell (S 1 )
2nd shell (S2 )

II II II II 1 \ 1 \ 1 \ 1 \ 1 \ 1 \ 1 \ 1 \

-- ~-- ~ -- A - - ~---~ -- -~ -- ~ - · A -- ~- --~ 

(B-l )th shell

.1.\l \.1. \.1.\ j .\ l \ l \.1. \.1 .\ i .\ .
Fig. 3.1: A Bet he latti ce with the connectivity

f{

(SB -1)

Boundary
shell (SB )

= 2. The nth shell is denoted

j(2)

Ii-1 'i

j(3)

by

j(K)E
J

Sn+l

1
Fig. 3.3: The site i E Sn and its nearest neighbors {(i- 1) E Sn-t and j(l) E Sn+J,
l = 1, . . . , K} , where /( denotes the connectivity of the Bet he lattice.

Fig. 3.2: T he par t !1, and the other part !11 of the Bet he lattice in the case of
[{ = 2, where i E !1; and j E !11 .
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3.3

Exponential Decay-Rate of the Green's function

Let us consid er the Gree n's function G(m , n; E)

=(mi(E- II)- In).
1

On t he

Be the lattice , th ere exi st s a path from the site m to the site n which is spec ifi ed by
th e sites { m, m + 1, ... , n = m + L; L = lm- nl} as show n in Fig. 3.4. Using t he
resolvent identity (see Appendix 3.A) agai n, we obtai n

m

m+l

m+2

m+L-1

G( m, m + L; E)= G(m, m + L- 1; E)( -t)Grm+L-•,m+L(m + L, m + L; E) . (3.3 .1)

- - - - Note that Gr.,+L- l,m+L(m,m + L;E) = 0, sin ce

f m + L-J,m+L

separates the sites m

\

n=m+L

lm+L-l,m+~

and m + L. Repeating t his procedure, we obtain
L

G(m, m + L; E)= G(m, m; E)

II (-t)Grm+i-•,m+ (m + j, m + j; E )

(3. 3.2)

1

j= l

Fig. 3.4: T he path from the site m to the site n (In- ml = L) in th e case of](= 2.

and consequentl y we have
L

IG(m, m + L; E) I = IG(m, m; E) I

II 1t 11Grm+i- •.m+i(m + j , m + j; E) I.

(3.3.3)

Here we h ave used the abbreviation

j=l

T his relation enables us to estimate the expo nent ial decay-rate of the Green's
fun ctio n IG(m, m + L; E) I usi ng the property of the restricted Green's functions
and the triangular bracket (- · ·) denotes the arit hmetic average over ra.ndom potentials. T he first term of eq.(3.3.4) should go to zero with probability o ne in the limit
For implicity, we choose m to be the ori gin 0. Taking the logari t hm of eq.(3.3.3),
as L
we obtai n
2_ 1ni G(O, L; E) I= 2_lniG(O, 0; E) I+ In It I+

L

L

-+

0 under the condition 1. Under the conditi ons 2 a.nd 3, we can apply the

law of large numbers to the last term of eq.(3.3.4) t hough t he restricted Green 's

y

tIn IGrj-l ,j(j,j; E) I.

(3.3.4)

j;t

fun ct ions {Gr,_, ,(j, j; E) } a re not completely ind ependent random variables. We
thu s obtai n

We the n ass ume the following conditions:

1
lim -L

Condition 1: In IG(O, 0; E) I < oo with probability one.
Condition 2: T he distribution functi on of In IYd

=

L-oo
1

In IGr ;_,,;( i, i; E )- 1 has

where (In IYI)

finite moments, i.e. ((In IYdJ2) < oo.
Cond it ion 3: ((In IYd ·In IYil) - (lnl y;l)(ln IY1 1)) ex exp( -ali- jl),
as

li- jl

L

I: In IGr,_, ' (j,j; E) I =
1

(3.3.5)

=f dyQ(y) In IYI and therefore th e quantity in the left hand sid e of

eq.(3.3.4) is self-averagi ng; it is in dependent of th e configuration of the random
for

a

> 0,

potentia.ls {V.} in the limit as L-+ oo . We then fin a.ll y obtain that the expone ntial

-+ oo .
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-( In IYI),

]=1
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decay- rate A£ of the Gree n's fun ction defin ed by

As

3.4

=- hm -L ln jG(O, L; E) I
.

1

Analytic Results for the Lorentzian Distribution

(3.3.6)

L-oo

ln t hi s section we co nsid er the case in which the distributi on functi on of site

is self-ave raging a nd is given by

energies is the Lorentzian distribution. The Lorentzia n distributi on functi on P(V)

As = - ln jtj + (ln jy j).

(3.3.7)

of the site energies { V.} is defined by

P(V)- l

'Y

-; v2+ 'Y2'

It is obvious [rom eq.(3 .3.7) that the d ecay- rate As is id entical to the decay-rate of

'Y

>

0.

(3.4.1)

the geometr ical average of the Green's fun ction. The validity of th e conditions 1, 2

In thi s case, if the distribution function Qm+J of th e inverse of th e restricted G ree n's

a nd 3 is esse ntial in the prese nt argument. We verify these three conditions in th e

functi on at them+ llh shell is Lorentzian , the distribution Qm at the mt h s hell is

case of the Lorentzian di stribution in th e following section and in Appendix 3.B. It

also Lorentzian. We have already s how n in section 3.2 that the distribution fun ct ion

is expected that these three conditions are also valid for many other distributions.

at th e boundary s hell , Q8 , is give n by

It should be remarked here that, in one dimension (I<=l), the quantity A£ is

Qa(y) = P(E- y),

not hing but the Lyapunov exponent As [51]. It has already been shown that the

(3.1. 2)

exponential decay-rate of eigenfunctions is also given by the Lyapunov exponent As

since we adopt the free boundary condition and therefore Q8 is the Lorentzia n

in one-d imensional systems. [47 , 48].

distribution. The di st ributi on Qm at any s hell then becomes Lorentzian and thu s

If the above three conditions are satisfied and thus th e decay-rate As is given by

= 1, ... , B) is expressed

using th e par a mete rs

A 1 and Wi > 0 in the form:

eq.(3.3.7), we immedi a tely obtain
Prob(±lnjG(O,L;E)I

the distribution Qj at the jth shell (j

~

-AE + c:)--+ 0 as

L--+ oo,

(3.3.8)

wh ere c: is an arbitrary positive number. Here we denote the probability of the event

Q1 (y)

]
w
=; (y- A 1 ); + W}"

(3.4.3)

The Fourier transformation of the di stributi on Q1 (x) is given by

A by Prob(A). In the same way, we obtain

(3.4.4)
Prob(± ln jG(O, L; E) I:<::: -As- c:) --+ 0

as

L--+ oo.

(3.3.9)

From th ese two statements, it follows that

IG(O , L ;E)jocexp(- As L)

wh ere

Q1 [k] _

j exp(-ikx)Q (x)dx.
1

Using eq. (3.4.4) , we can tran sfor m eq.(3 .2.13) as
as

L-+ oo

(3.3 .10)

with probability o ne.
42
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the variable k to -k in the right
where 1.· E 5 n 1 J·( 1) , ... ,]·( J<) E 5 n+l . Chanuing
o·

T he exponential decay-rate A£ of the Green's function is thus evaluated from eq.(3.3. 7)

hand side and integrating with respect to {Y1(t)}, we get

as

_!__
27r

j exp(iky,)dk exp( -iAnk- Wnlkl)
= _!__ j exp(iky;)dk
27r
.

exp

{- ik(E- I<t2

A "+J

A~+t

+ W~+t

j In IYIQ(y)dy -In ltl

) - ( -y+ J'\1 2 A2

lnl wl-lnltl

w

n+1

n+l

+

w2

n+t

0.

(3.4.12)

y X - "(

An+1

_,. 2

E- l\1 A2

n+l

2

2

In one dimension (K=1), we obtain

We thus obtain the recursion relation for the parameters (An, Wn) as

w..

~In(]{~+"~) >

)lkl} . (3 .4 .6)

-y+Kt A2

n+l

Wn+l
+W2

n+l

(3.4.13)

+ w2

(3.4.7)

n+l

where x is the positive root of x2 + (£2 - -y 2 - 4t 2 )x- E 2-y2 = 0 in this case. This
is nothing but the Lyapunov exponent in the case of the Lorentzian distribution (3).

or equivalently
(3.4.8)
where Wn

=An +

It should be noted that A£ is always positive since ]{ ~ 1.
The distribution Q0 of the Green's function G(O, 0; E)- 1 is also obtained from

iW n· Taking Wn = Wn+t =: w in eq.(3.4 .8), we obtain the self-

eq.(3.2.17) as

consistency equation

Q0 (

y;) _ 1
0

-

(3.4.9)

1r

Wo

(Yo- Ao)2

(3.4.14)

+ Wt

where the parameters (A 0 , W0 ) are given by
for the parameters (A, W) of the steady distribution Q(y) , where w =A+ iW and

Q(y)

=

w

A0

1
7r (y- A)2 + W2.

= E- Zt

2

A

A2 + W2 '

2

Wo = -y + Zt A2

w

+ W 2.

(3.4.15)

It should be noted that the event that the variable Y0 =: G(O, 0; E)- 1 is exactly equal
The physical solution of eq.(3.4 .9) is easily obtained as

to some value x E R has zero measure since the distribution Q 0 (Y0 ) is continuous
(3 .4.10)

and has no singularity. This guarantees the condition 1 in the previous section. The
convergence of the series {wn} and the validity of the condition 3 are discussed in

wh ere x is the positive root of

Appendix 3.B.
(3.4.11)

In this case, we can easily show that the condition 2 is satisfied.

Since we

know that the distribution Q(y) of the inverse of the restricted Green's function is

44
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3.5

A Criterion for Localization

Lorentzian, the distribution fun ction of x = In IYI becomes

F(x) _

j dyQ(y)o(x -

Let us consider th e condition that
In

IYI)

W (
e"
--; (e _ A)2 + w2

e"

)

+ (e + A)2 + W 2 .

As

(3.4.16)

=A£ - In [( > 0

(3.5.1)

as a criterion for locali zation on the d-dimensional hype rcubi c latti ce (Zd) where d =

ll is easi ly see n that

F(x) ex exp(-l x l)

as

lxl-+ oo

(/( + 1)/2.

ll is obvious that this criterion is exact in the one-di mensional systems.

Before discussing the mea ning of our criterion for locali zati on, we present expli citly
a.nd consequently th e distributio n F( x ) has finite moments.

t he analytic res ults obtained by our criterion for the Lorentzian dist ribution .
In th e case of the Lorentzian distribution of site energies, we obtain from eq.(3.1 .12)
that
As

=AE - In

J(

1 (1Vx-+-" ) .
= -In
2

Kvx- "

(3. 5.2)

The condition that As > 0 is thus redu ced to
1 vx+l'
Kvx-1'

---->1

·

(3.5.3)

where x is the positive root of
(3. 5.4)
Direct calcu lations show that the condition (3.5 .3) becomes
(3.5.5)
The region where As

> 0 in the E-

I' plane is thus obtained as shown in Fig.

3.5. Th e boundary As = 0 of tbis region, which is regarded as the mobility edge
traj ectory in our a pproximation, is given by

(3.5.6)

47
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[30, 31]. It has been considered that the abse nce of the extended states outside the
unperturbed band is one of the characteristic features of the mobility edge trajectory
for the Lorentzian distribution [31] and , in fact , this is clearly see n in our result (Fig.
3.5). We find from eq.(3.5 .6) that the criti cal value 'Yc/t for E = 0 and Z = 6 is
given by ](- 1 = 4. This is close to the value ~ 3.8 [31] obtai ned numeri call y in
th e three-dim ensional system with the coordi nation number 6.
We can define th e localization length by the inverse of the decay-rate As:

/;(E )= >,-I= r~ln
s
2

(_!_ Vx + "~)] -!.
KJX-'Y

(3.5.7)

The critical exponent v for the localization length is defin ed by

- (K+l)

0

K+l

E/t

(3.5.8)
where Ec denotes the mobility edge determined fr om eq.(3.5.6). We then find that
the cr itical exponent v is given by v = 1. This value of the critical exponent

Fig. 3.5: The mobility edge traj ectory by our criterion for the Lorentzian distribution P(V) = 'Y/1f (V
llere As=

2

+ "1

2

)

in the system with th e coordination number Z = ]( + 1.

>.E - In](. The regi on where As > 0 is represented by the shaded area.

Let us loo k into tlus result in detail. First , consider the case 'Y = 0, i.e. the

is commonly obtained in the previous works of the localizati on tran siti on on th e
Bet he lattice [25, 26, 74].
Now, we discuss the physical meaning of our criterion (3.5.1). It can be also
expressed in the form :

regular system. In this case, the mobility edges are given byE= ±(I(+ 1)t = ±Zt

2: (IG(O,j ; E)I)

9

ex: exp (->- s L),

>-s > o,

(3. 5.9)

jESL

and consequently we obtain the exact band edges of the d-dimensional (2d = Z)
hypercubic lattice (Zd) [72, 73] . In the one-dimensional case (I( = 1), we recover

in the limit as L

the rigorous result that eigenstates are localized for any E provided that 'Y > 0

potentials. Apart from the above geometrical average in eq .(3.5.9), our criterion is

[3 , 6, 44-48, 58-62] . We have no region wh ere As < 0 in the E- 'Y plane in this case.

thus based on the specifi c property of the summation of the Green's function over

It hould be also remarked that the shape of t he boundary is quite close to the
mo bility edge trajectory obt ain ed numerically in the three-dimensional system ( Z 3 )

--+

oo, where (- · -} 9 denotes the geometrical average over random

the sites in the Lth shell:
C(L)

=2: IG(O, j; E) I.
;ESL

48
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(3.5.10)

[t is evident , at least in tile Case Of the Lorentzian distribution , that the Green's
fun ct ion between t\vo S ·l tes Oil the Bet he latti ce always decays exponentially fast
a nd that it t ell s us nothing about the localization transition. In the case of regular
syste ms, as .IS see n from the above results for the Lorentzian distribution, we recover
the exact b an d ed ges ±(J''

+ 1)t

3.6

Discussion

We have shown that the expo nential decay- rate of the Green's fun ction in a
rand om potential on th e Bethe lattice can be obtained by so lving the self-co ns iste ncy
nonlinear integral equation (3.2.14) for the distribution fun ction of the res tri cted

of the correspo nding hypercubic lattice instead

( t of the Be the lattice [73] from the condition that
of the exact b an d ed ges ±2 vrp
J\
the quantity C(L) Sll o uld decay exponentially. Namely, the exponential decay of

C(L) on the Bethe lattl.ce is equivalent to the exponential decay of the Green's
function on the correspond ing real lattice in the absence of random potentials. This
surface-to-center correlation C(L) plays a crucial role.

Although the connection

Green 's fun ctions. Th e self-co nsistency eq uation (3.2 .14 ) has been derived from the
recursion relation for the restricted Green's functions. Analyti c res ults in th e case
of th e Lorentzian distribution of site energies are explicitly obtained. On the basi s
of these results, we have proposed th e criterio n (3.5.1) for local izat io n, whi ch is
exact in one dimension , and obtained qualitatively good results for th e Lorentzian
di stribution.

between the behaviour of the quantity C(L) obtained on the Bethe lattice and the

It s hou ld be noted here that , in general, the decay-rate of the Green's functi o n
proper t 1.es o f the Green's functions in the corresponding real lattice is not clear, we

(or eigenfun ctions) defined by

expect that the condition for the exponential decay of C(L) must be an approximate
co nditi on for t IJe exponen t I.al decay of the Green's function on the corresponding
hypercubic lattice even .111 th e presence of random potentials. The characteristic
feature of the Bethe lattice is that it has no cIosed path . The physical meaning of

-

lim

L-oo

~In
IG(O, L; E) I
L

(or

-

.
1
lim
-In
11/Je(O),Ve (L)I )

D- oo

L

(3.6.1)

is expected to be larger than the decay-rate of its ar ithmetic average. For example,
in one-d imensional systems, the decay-rate defin ed by eq.(3.6.1) is known as the

. apprmu· mat.wn would then be interpreted as neglecting the effect of inter ferences
th1s

Lyapunov exponent Ae [47, 48, 51]. On th e ot her hand, th e decay-rate ~£ 1 at fixed

between different paths and as taking into account only the effect of transmissions

energy E defined in

and reflections. Our criterion is therefore expected to work well for large d(= (K

+
(11/Je(O),Ve(x)l). ex exp( -(£'1xl)

1)/2) , where the effect of closed loops becomes less important.

as

lxl -+ oo,

(3.6.2)

with the arithmetic average over random potentials (- · ·)., was also es timated by
Delyon et al. [45] and their estimation of the decay-rate
the Lyapunov exponent Ae, i.e. Ae

(i/

is indeed small er than

> ~£ 1 [45] . They proved that the spectrum

is a pure point-spectrum under the condition that ~£ 1 is positive [44 , 45].
condi t ion that

G'

The

is positive is, howeve r, more strict than the condition that Ae

is positive. It is already known that the localization in one dimension is proved
50

51

under the cond iti on that the Lyapunov expo nent is positive [51, 58-62]. Note that

our criterion succeeds in reproducing a typical feature of the mobility edge tra-

the present exponent ial decay-rate A£ of the Green's function is co nsidered as a

jectory in the corresponding hypercubic lattice which was obt.ill ned numerically by

ge neral ization of the ordinary Lyapunov exponent. Tn fact , it is proved that eve n in

the finite-size scaling method, namely the absence of the extended states outside

higher dimen ions (Zd) the spectrum is a pure point-spectrum under t he conditi on

the unpert urbed band. On the ot her hand, the criterion (3.6.5) obtillned by previous works [72, 74] fillled to reproduce th is property of the mobili ty edge trajectory

that
P rob{

[73]. Moreover the critical value of 'Yc obtillned by our criterion in the center of t he

L

IG(O,j; E) I oc exp(-aL), a> 0}-+ 1

as

L-+ oo,

(3.6.3)
ba nd (E = 0) for Z = 6 is close to the values obtillned numerically in the three-

jEfJA(L)

provided that the distribution fun ction of random potentials is absolutely continuous

dimensional systems [31]. The results in the case of the Lorentzian dist ribu tion thu s

with a bounded density [51, 59, 62]. Here 1\(L), 0 and 81\(L) denote a finite system

suggest t hat our criterion works well even in the th ree-d imensional systems.
In the previo us section, we have arg ued that our criterion is expected to work

with a linear-size L , its center a nd its boundary, respectively.
O n t he basis of t hese considerations, it is expected that our criterion for local-

well in high dimensions. It shou ld be also noted, however, that in t he case of th e
loc ali zation transition the relationship between criti cal behavior on the Bethe lattice

ization
(3.6 .4)

As := A£ - In I< > 0

and that in high dimensions might not be so simple as in the case of percolation or
the Ising model.

yields a bette r estimate of the mobility edge trajectory in the d-dimensional hypercubic lattice (d

=(I<+ 1)/2) compared

We expect that our criterion
with the criterion obtained by Abou-Ch acra

et al.[72] and also by I<unz a nd Souillard [74]. The reason is that their criteri on

·11 wor k we 11 for other distributions though the

WI

conditions 1, 2 and 3 are not yet proved. T he res ults for ot her dist ri butions will be
reported elsew here.

is based on the property of the decay-rate of the arithmetic average of the Green's
The argument developed in this chapter mi ght be ge ne rali zed to th e case of the

functi on or eigenfunctions a nd is given by (see Appendix 3.C)

generalized cactus tree. If this generali zation could be achi eved, an appli cation of
As :=

X£

(3.6.5)

-In J( > 0,

instead of (3.6.4), with the exponential decay-rate

A£ of the arithmetic ave rage of

th e coherent-anomaly method might be possible (77 , 78).
We have discussed here the decay-rate of the Green 's fun ction with the real
energy E E R . We have to analyze, however, the property of the G ree n's fun ction

t he Green's function defined by
with the complex energy E

Ae := -

lim

L-oo

!:_ ln([G(O , L; E) I) •.

(3.6.6)

L

Since it is expected that As ~ As, the conditi on for locali zat ion is relaxed in our
c riterion. Actually, in the case of the Lorentzian distribution, we have shown th at
52

+ il) E C

to discuss the properties of physical quantities

such as the dielectric constant and the elect ri c cond uctivity. T he expone ntial decayrate of t he G reen's fun ction with the complex energy [G( i, j; E
seen in fur ther investigations.
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+ i'7)1

remain s to be

Appendix 3.B: Convergence of the series {wn}

Appendix 3.A : Derivation of eq.(3.2.6)

The recursion relation is given by

T he resolvent id entity states that

(3.B.l)

E- Hr+r'- f'
1
1
r• ---,
1
-=----:.,....--- +
E-Br+r•
E-Hr+r' E-Hr
wh ere Jf r _
=H

-r

an d L<J r+r' =
- H _

r _ r•.

Here let us choose

r

(3.A.1)
and

r•

The above parameter

Wn

of the distribution on the boundary n = B is given by (see

eq.(3.4.2))

as

(3.B.2)

/(

r = L-1 i
'

r• = L ri,j(l),

and

(3.A .2)
Since 7 is positive, we immediately have

1=1

. 3 .3 ) . We then obtain the following identity
(see F1g.
Im
G r,_, ,, ( z,z;
.. E)

Gr,·-•.•+",r,,,<•>(i,i;E)
L-

-

l=I

= Gr,_,,,+I:, r,,;<•>(j(l), j(l); E)( -t)Gr,_,,,(i, i; E) .

for any n .

wi=tai-

{3.A.4)

1

,

a;

i=l, .. . ,B.

(3 B.4)

We then find that the recursion relation for {a;} becomes

Note that
G ri-t,•+L.,
" r •.J(O (j(l), j(l); E)= Gr,,<•J(j(l), j(l); E)

(3.B.5)

and

The initial condition should be chosen as

Gr i-• ,i+ "'-'' r ....1 (t) (i,i;E)

= (E- V.t 1 •
(3.B.6)

Substituting eq.{3 .A.4) into eq.(3.A.3), we obtain
G

(3.B.3)

Let us introduce the following new variables {a;} defined in

In the same way, we get

Gr,_,,.(j(l), i; E)

>7>0

for any m. Consequently the right hand side of the recursion relation is well-defined

/(

+G . . " r . (i, i; E)( -t) L Gr,_,,;(i(l), i; E) . (3.A.3)
r,-t,.+L..,, ..1<'>

Wm

.(i i· E)= _l_{1
r.-1 ,• , '
E- ~

f,

+ t2( 1=1 Gr,,;<•>(j(l),j{l);

E)) Gr,_,,;(i, i; E)},

so that
(3.A.5)
(3.B.7)

and we thus finally arrive at eq.(3.2.6):

The recnrsion relation (3. B.5) can be expressed in the form
/(

c

.(i i· E)-

ri-1,•

, '

1

= E- V;- i

2

L Gr,,;<•>(j(l),j(l); E).

{3.A.6)

t=l

(3.B.8)
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where

T

-n' (•::} (w:l

~ (E+li~)/1
(

Since the absolute values of the eige nvalu es .\+ a nd .\_ a rc given by
(3 .8.1 6)

(3. B.9)
we have

Th e eigenvalu es and eige nvectors of the matrix T a re obtained as

I.\+ I

~

.\ ±

= ~ (E ±

ix' + i("' ± JX))

provided th at "'> 0. We t hus fin ally obtai n t hat for "'> 0
li m wn -L

(3. 8.10)

and

ILl

L- oo

w

(3 .8. 17)

(3.8.11)
wh ere B > L.

Note th a t wn-L converges to w expo nentiall y fast. T hi s means

where x is t he positi ve solution of
th at t he distributi on fun ction at the shell sufficientl y far fro m t he bound a ry can be
(3.8.12)

regarded as t he steady distri but ion Q .
Next , we consider t he correlation be tween y., i E Sm- 1;-1 1 a nd Yn j E S.,. We

No ti ce t ha t the initial vector is expressed as

show in the foll owing that the distribution y; under th e rest ri ction that the valu e
(3.8.13 )

of y1 is fixed , which is de noted by Q(y;; yJ , converges expo nenti all y fas t to Q(y;)
as li - jl

wa- L
.\+- .\_'

--+ oo .

This leads to the conditi on 3 in section 3.3. Sin ce t he di st ri bution

is known to be Lorentzian , t he converge nce of th e di stributi on is equivalent to th e
converge nce of the pa ra mete rs (A; , W;).

We t hus obtain

We ass ume th at t he sites i and j are

sufficiently far from the bound ary so th at the dist ributi on of Yk a round th em is
considered as Q(yk )· In o rder to fix th e vari a bl e Yn we take t he di st ri buti on Q(yj)
as
(3 .8 .14)
(3. 8 .18)
i.e. A j = x a nd Wj = 0. We co nsider the path from j to i whi ch is specifi ed by th e

and t herefore
WB-L

sites {j , j + 1, .. . , j + L = i; li- j l = L} where j + n E Sm-n as shown in F ig. 3.6

t OIB- L
t

OIB- L+1
c+.\i + c_.\~
,L 1

and the distribu tions under the conditi on y1 = x a re denoted by

,L 1

c+"+ + c-"c+.\ + + c_.\ _(.\_f.\+) L-1
t c+ + c_(L/ .\+)L 1 .

(3 .8.15)
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where T' and t he initial vector are given by

(3.B.24)
respectively. T he eigenvalu es and eigenvectors of t he matrix T' are obtai ned as

i j+LE

Sm-L

\

j+L-1

\

(3.B.25)
where ~+ = wjt,

L = ~~ .

1

We t hen find t hat

Fig. 3.6: The pat h from the site j E Sm to the site i E Sm-L (\i- j \ = L) in th e
(3.8.26)

case of ]( = 2.
We then get the recursion relation
w,+n+ 1 = E

where {c± } are given by

.
+ 11'(I< -

)2-1

I t w

2- -1

- t w,+n•

_

(3 .B.20)

x-L

c+ = ------,
,\+- ,\_

where the initial cond ition is Wj = x E R . Using the property (3.4.9) of w, we get

(3.B.21)

Note t hat

c+ #

and

0 for -y > 0, since Imw > 0. We can eas il y prove that 1~+\

_

i'ij+n+1
= t -_--.

(3.B.28)

(3.B.22)

exponenti ally fast by using the same argument.

O'j+n

The recursion relation for { ii; } is then expressed as

(3.B.23)
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;: : \L\

and we thus find that Wj+L converges to w

Now we agai n introd uce th e following new variables{&;} defined in
Wj+n

(3.B.27)
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A ppen d 1·x 3 • C .• Relation to Previous Works

We thus obtain that the condition for th e e xponential decay of the arithmetic average
of the summation of the Green 's function (C(L)). is given by

f{ Am.,(E)

< 1.

In order to see the relation to previous works [72, 74], let us consider the quantity
The properties of the operator T in (3.C.6) and its eigenvalues were discussed
defined by
C(L)

=L

(3.C.l)

IG(O,j; E)l,

functions instead of the Green's function and found that the decay of the arithmetic

wh ere 0 denotes the origin of the Bet he lattice.

average of the correlation of eigenfunctions at energy E was determined by the

First, we consider the arithmetic average of the quantity C(L)
(C(L)). =

by Kunz and Souillard [74]. They discussed the property of the correlation of eigen-

L

largest eigenvalue of the same transfer operator T above defined [74]. Namely,
(3.C .2)

(IG(O,j; E) I).,

- L-oo
lim

jESL

.
ular bracket ( ·. ·) • denotes the arithmetic average with respect to
w I1ere th e t nang
the distribution of th e random potenli'a] s {V:}
; .

s·lllCe averaged quantities are uniform

(IG(O, j; E)l). =

(I<+

ln(l l/le(O) I/IE(L) I). =-In Amax(E).

(3.C .7)

Here 1/ie is the solution of the Schroclinger equation HI/I= Elji and the bracket(-.-).
again denotes the arithmetic average over random potentials. As a result , we lind

.111 our sy ste m , eq · (3 ·c ·2) can be further simplified as

L

_Ll

that the decay-rate of the arithmetic average of the Green's function is identical
(3.C.3)

l)I<L-I(IG(O, L; E) I).,

to that of the correlation of eigenfunctions. The reason why we have obtained the

jESL

where th e site L in the rl.ght !land site of this equation denotes a site in the Lth

same decay-rate for both the Green's function and the correlation function is that

shell and the path from the origin 0 to tlle Sl·t e L I·s parametrized by the sites

the ratio of the eigenfunction z; defined by

· sec ,cion
· 3 .3 . From eq.(3.3.3) we get
{ 0, 1, 2, .. . , L} as Ill

z;

L

(IG(O, L; E)l). =

II

(IG(O, O)l

ltii Grm->,m(m, m; E) I).

=-tl/ie(j)Ne(i),

for

{i,j: Iii> IJI, li- il = l}

and the restricted Green's function

m=l
L

=

(lYai-I

II ltiiYml-').

(3.C.4)

m=l

wh ere m E S m,

Yo -- G(O , 0·' E)-! and Ym = Grm-> ·m(m, m;

E)-'. It is t hen easy to
satisfy the same recursion relation as mentioned in section 3.2. Note that the cor-

see that the exponential decay-rate of the arithmetic average of the Green's function
relation of eigenfunctions is also expressed by the product of the variables {z; } as
is given as
(3.C.5)

- lim 2_ln(IG(O, L; E) I). = -In >-max(E),
L-oo L
w I1ere

'

Ama.x

(E) d enotes the largest eigenvalue of the transfer operator T defined by

T(x· )
,y

=

j-ltl /{-!
IT Q(y;)dy;P(E- x- t 2 y-1
IYI

i=l
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11/ie(O)I/ie( L)I = 11/ie( LW

.IT 11:jl

(3.C.8)

(compare with eq.(3.3.3) in section 3.3). They claimed that they proved localization

/{-1

- t

2 '\'

£...,

-1)

Y;

·

(3.C.6)

under the condition I< Amax(E) < l , namely the exponential decay of the summation

•=I
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of the correlation [unctions over the sites in the Lth shell [74):
(C.p(L)).

=L (11/le(O),Pe(j)l). ex: exp(-aL),

(3.C.9)

a>O

;ESL

Chapter IV

in the limit as L--+ oo.
. t ed ou t bY Kunz and Sou ill ard [74), t he condition th at
As was pom

f{ Amax(E)

< 1

.IS equ .ivalent to t h e con d·t·
for the stability of the localized states obtained by
I IOn

E xponential Decay of Eigenfunctions in a
Random Potential on the Bethe Lattice

Abou-C h acra e t a·I [72) · A bou-C hacra et al. considered t hat the e nergy E li es in th e
localized region when t he imaginary part of the self-energy vanish es as the imaginary

4.1

part o f the energy goes t o zero an d they invest igated the distribution fun ction of
the self-energy. The distribution [unction of the real part of the self-energy they

Introduction

We have discussed the exponential decay-rate of the G reen's fun ction in the
previous chapter. In this chapter, we discuss t he expone nti al decay of eigenfun ctions

considered is directly related to the distribution Q we consider in the present cha pter,
by analyzing t heir distribution fun ctions. Eigen fun ctions are defined as the solutions
but they did not mention the decay of the Green's fun ction. They discussed th e
of the Schrooin ger equation H.Pe = E.fe. Properties of eigenfunctions must be
stability of the desired solution of the distribution function of the self-energy for the
related to that of the Green's function. In one-dimensional systems, it has a lready
local ized state. We then find that t heir co ndition for the stabiLity of the local ized
been shown that the exponential decay-rate of eige nfunctions is a lso given by the
states [72) is understood as t he condi tion for (C(L)). ex: exp(-aL), a> 0.
T he criterion for the mobility edge was thus given bY }'r .A max (E) = 1 in the
previous works by Abou-Chacra et al. [72) and by J(unz and Souill ard [74). It s hould

Lyapunov exponent Ae [47, 48). Some ri gorous results for the a rithmetic average
of th e co rrelation of eigenfun ctions on the Be the lattice were obtained by I< unz
and So uillard [74) . We partially follow th ei r argum en t and discuss the distribution

be emphas ized that this criter ion for the mobility edge is based on the property of
fun ction of the ratio 1/le(i- l) Ne(i) of the eigen function
the arit hmetic ave rage of the G reen's function or eigenfun ctions.

Notations used in

this chapter are t he same as in chapter 3.

4 .2

Change of Variables in the Probability Density

T he Schriidinger equation H .Pe

- t

I:

= E.Pe

is explicitly given by

1/le(j) + V..Pe(i)

J'li-ii=I
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1/le .
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= E.Pe(i)

(4.2.1)

th at we can not define th e Jacobian if the wavefunction t/Je is not normalizable . The
for the tight-binding Anderson Ilarnillonian, where the random potentials {V;} are
brief derivation of these results on th e Bet he lattice is shown in Appendix 4.A. From
di st ributed ind epende ntly. Since we consider the Bet he lattice, from the Schrod in ge r
equation (4.2.1), we obtain the following relation:

thi s change of variables, we can obtain the distribution of the variables {zk}. If we
consider the dist ribution Fe,(z1) of z1 for fixed energy Eo defined by

](

z;

v; -

= E-

e I>;ci),

(4.2.2)

}(

Fe,( z,)d z,

l=l

=j IT P(E- z,- t2 L z;(~))J({V,}, {E, zk} )o(E- E )dE IT dz
0

z;=: -t~:i~?

for

(4.2.3)

{i,j:IJJ<JiJ,Ji-jJ=1}.

,

the average of a function f(z 1) of z1 for the fixed energy Eo can be obtained as

j f(z,) o(E- E If P(V;)dV;
j f( z,)Fe,( z,)d z

(J(zt))e=Eo -

The variables {z;} describe the decay( or growth)-rate of eigen functions which a re
defined on each site except the origin 0.

1

J"' (4.2.7)

m=l

1

for the variables { zk} defined by

0)

The number of degrees of freedom is

(4.2.8)

1.

N - 1, where N denotes the total number of sites of the system. We can thus
In the foll ow ing, we explain why the eige nfuncti on decays exponent ially toward

interpret eq.(4.2.2) as the relation be tween the variables {V; : i = 0, 1, ... , N} and

the boundary by analyzing the di st ributi on Fe( z;) of the variables {z;}.

{E,z1 :j=1,2, ... ,N }.

example, we consider the one-dimensional system [-M,

We consider here the change of variables for the probability density (44, 45, 74]:
/(

IT P(li;)dV; =IT P(E- z;- e L
.

l=l

As an

M] as s hown in Fig. 4.1.

We find that the argument below is easi ly exte nded to the case of the Bethe lattice.

z;<h)J( {V;}, {E , zk} )dE IT dzJ,

(4.2 .4)

.

where P(V;) denotes the distribution function of random potentials. It is obtained

-M

-M+1

-1

0

1 .. .. .. .. .. ..

in the case of the Bethe lattice that the Jacobian J({V;}, {E , zk}) is given by (74]

J({V;} ,{E,zk})

JJaW

2: a(i) 2
1 + 2:

Fig. 4.1: The one-dimensional system

IT t2z;2.

[-M, M].

(4 .2.5)

i;tO 0-+i

In one dimension, the relation (4.2.2) is explicitly given as
Here { a(i)} are the eigen function defined by

.) _ ..Pe(i)
a (1 = t/Je (O),

(4.2.6)

i E Sn,

Enamely, tltis is the eigen function normalized so that a(O) = 1. Here

ITo-i

z;- t

2

z~\,

means

the product along the shortest path from the origi n to the site i. It is then obvious
65
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M- 1

>i >0

M- 1

M

E-z;-t 2z;:_\,

v.

-M+1<i<O

We can easily find that (45]
(4.2.9)

The Jacobian J( {V;} , {E, zk} ) is t hen give n by

J({V.},{E,z.})

= /detDJ =

det

[ : : ; J --

(4 .2.10)

ao,

(4 2. 12)

wh ere
where the matrix D is defined as
I

1

t2z!2

0

· · · 0 t 2 z:f

0

··· 0

\
i> O;=1

1+

i<O i=-1

I:c IT t2 z;2),

(4.2.13)

i;tO 0-.i

0

and I denotes the id entity matrix. This is the special case of eq.(4.2.5) (45]. We

D=:

(4.2.11 )

t hus find that the probability di stribution is expressed as [45]

rr P(V.)dv;

0

L

-1

rr

P(E- z_M ) .

P(E -

Z;-

t2z;:.',)

i=-M+I
2

·P(E-t z:! - t

2

z! 1 )

M-1

-1 t2 z2-2
0

- 1

0

0

t2 z3-2

0

0

A,=:
0
0

0

0

0

0

0

- 1

0

0

t2 z_3
- 2

0

-2
-1 t2 ZM

0

-1

0

0

0

0

=

0
0

0

0

0

0

0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0

- 2
-1 t2 z_2

A2

. rr P( E-

0

-2
- 1 t2 z_M

0

Z;-

t 2 z~\). P(E- zM )

i=l

(fi t 2 zi- 2 )dE fi dz;.
O-r

i;tO

(4.2.14)

We introdu ce the qu antity !(r) defin ed by
-1

fl

!(r) =: P(E- z_M )·

i=-M+l

P(E- z;-t 2z;:_11 )

·P(E- t2z::- t2z! 1 )
M-1

· fi P(E- z;-t z~\)·P(E- zM )
i=J
(fi t 2 zj 2 )dE fi d z;.
2

0-r

it=O

(4.2.15)

Th e probability density in the left hand site of eq.(4.2.14) is th en expressed as

rr P(V;)dV; = L !(r) .

(4.2.16)

By changing the variabl es in eq.( 4.2.15) as

-1
(4.2.17)
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for j

=

4.3

l , 2, . . , r, we obtain that

Exponential Decay of the Eigenfunction ¢E

-I

J(r) =

II

P(E-z_M)·

P(E- z;-t2z;:_\)

In order to discuss the average of the ratio Rk of the eigenfu ncti on ..PE defined

i=-M+l

·P(E- t 2 z:::: - t 2

zo

1

by

)

•-I

.II P(E- :z,- e:z;-..\)

(4.3.1)

i=l

·P(E- t 2 z;-~~- t2z;-~~)

we consider a distribution FE(Rk) of Rk for fixed energy E, which is obtained by

-1) · P (E- 2 M)
. M-1
II P(E- z;- t2 zi+l

integrating out over the variabl es {z;} except Rk in th e probability de nsity (4 .2.4) .

i=r+l

dE

II dz; II
i<O

dz;

II dz;.

(4.2.18)

From eq.(4.2.16) and eq.(4.2.20) , such a distribution FE(Rk) is expressed by the
summation of co ntributions from each !(1·) as

i>r

O$i<T

In order to get a simpl er expression, let us introduce new variables

{x~' )} for {i:
FE(Rk)dRkdE = dEL dxi') j J E(r)

i

=f' 1·} whi ch are defined by

r<k

(.)
X;

and

-

..PE(i+ 1)
-t 1/JE(i) '

-

-t .,PE(i) ,

..PE (i- 1)

for

i

<r

for

i

> r.

+dEL dx~'~ 1 j J E(r)
r2::k

P(E- x~l1 )

•-I

II

P(E-

dx~')

II

r<k

II

(•)

-

dxi')

i:f:.r ,k

+dEd(-tRJ; 1):LjlE(r)

X;

dxi' )

i'#:r,k-1

dEd(-tRk):LjJE(r)
(4.2.19)

Using these variabl es { x~')}, J(r) can be expressed for any r as

J(r) =

II
i:;i:r,k

r2:_k

II

dx~')

(4.3.2)

i:;i:r,k-1

Note that Rk and x~) is related by

2 (•) )-1)
t (xi-1

i=-M+I

(•) ) )-1 _ t2(x(•)
. P(E~ - t 2( x,._
r+l )-1)

AIIH

P(E _ x;-

t2(x~11 t 1 ) · P(E- x<;))dE II dx~')
,,,

-tR}; 1

(4.2.20)

for r :::0: k.

(4.3.3)

Using this distribution FE(Rk), the average of some fun ction f(Rk) of Rk for fixed

JE(r)dEII dxi')
i#:-r

energy E0 is given by

(J(Rk)o(E- Eo)) -

j f(Rk)o(E- Eo)

If P(V;)dV;

j f(Rk)FE,(Rk)dRk .

(4.3.4)

The distribution FE(Rk) is expressed as a lin ear combination of the contributions
from
68

r:;:::

k and those from r < k, and we consider them separately in the following.
69

In order to estim ate the co ntributi on from each ! (•·), we introduce here transfer
operators T and

r· defined by
T(x;y)

is th e special case (I<=l) of the recursion relation (3.2.13) in section 3.2 in chapter
3. The relation between the steady soluti on Q of eq.(4 .3.11) and the Lyapu nov

=P(E-

X-

exponent As is then given by

ey- 1 )

(4.3.5)
Ae =

and

T"(x; y)
res pectively. Namely, T(x;y)

=P(E- ex-

1

-

(4.3.6)

y),

= T"(y;x) . The operation is defined

T · f(x)

~

In jyjQ(y )ely- In jtj,

( 4.3.12)

(see sec ti on 3.3 in chapter 3). It is also expected thai

by

=j clyT(x; y)f(y),

(4.3.13)
(4.3.7)

and th e functi ons which we treat in the following are assumed to be nonnegative

(f(x)

I

0) , since we discuss here the transformation of distribution fun ctions. Th e

for the nonnegative functi on f(x)(~ O) with

J f(x)clx = 1.

By using these two operators T and T", we can express th e contribution from

I(r) with r < k (the first term of eq.(4.3.2)) as

following properties of these two operators are crucial to estimate the distribution
(4.3.14)
fun ction of the ratio of the eigenfunction ,Ps(i- 1)/7f;s(i).
First, let us co nsider the operator T". Since P(V) ~ 0 and

J P(V)ciV

= 1, we

where T0 is defin ed by

obtain that

r·. 1 = 1.

(4.3.8)
(see Fig. 4.2(a)). If we consid er the case k- r ~ 1, it is expected that

This means that th e steady solution of the recursion equation

fn+l

(T*)k_,_, · g(x~')) ::::::constant~ 0.

= T"fn

(4.3 .9)

(4.3.15)

If the site k is also sufficiently far from th e boundary (M _ k ~ 1) , the contribution
is given by a constant. From this property, we expect that
(4.3.14) is considered to be proportional to th e steady di stribution Q:

(T*t f(x)::::::

constant~

0,

(4 .3.10)

for n ~ 1 a nd for an arbitrary nonnegative function f(x)(~ 0).
ext, we consider the operator T. The recursion equati on for the operator T

I
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(4.3.16)

_
- -tRk.

(4.3.17)

1:Fk,r

T he variable x~') for k > r is related to Rk as
x(')

(4.3.ll)

Q(x~'\

j s (r)fi clxf' ) oc

= -t 7fJe (k- 1)

k -

7fJs(k)
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If the distribution [unction of the variable

x~) is given

by

Q(x~l), it is then obtain ed

from eq.(4.3.12) that
(4.3.18)

This im pli es that the wave[unction

T

(a)

1/Je decays toward the boundary of th e right hand

r

sid e.
On th e other hand , the contribution fr om J( r) with r

k

2': k (the second term of

eq.(4.3.2) ) is given by

j j e(r) II

dx~'l

= Tk+M P(x~)) · (T*)'- -kToTM-'- P(xn
1

1

( 4.3.19)

T

i;tk -l,f'

(b)

(see Fig. 4.2(b)). We then also find that the contribution (4 .3.19) is almost proportional to the steady distribution Q under the condition -M
t hat x~2 1 for r

2':

~ k~

r . Note fir st

k

r

k is related to Rk as

(,) = -t
xk-1 -

lf the distribution functi o n

x~2 1

1/le (k)
1/le(k- 1)

is given by

= -tWl.

Q(x~2 1 ) ,

(4.3.20)

Fig. 4.2:

k

at a fixed site k can be approximately exp ressed as a linear combi nation

we obtain
(4.3.21)

in this case. T his implies the exponential decay of eigenfunctions toward the bound-

(4.3.23)
Note that the co nstants c1 and c2 are non negative, sin ce they are obtained by repeating integrations of nonnegative fun ctions.

a.ry of the left hand side.
From the argument given above , we obtained that in eq.(4.3.2) the first part
gives the exponential decay toward the ri ght hand side and the second part gives
the one toward the left hand side of the syste m. As a result , the dist ribution functi on

As the site k approaches the boundary of the right hand side, it is expected that
the co ntribution from {I(r) : r < k} becomes dominant; the coefficient c1 approac hes
some finite constant c > 0 whereas c2

-->

0. It is then considered that the dist ributi on

Fe(Rk) of Rk may be approximately given by c . Q(-tRk ) .

Fe(Rk) of t he ratio of eigenfunctions

R _ 1/le (k -1)
k =
1/le (k)

(4.3. 22)

(In 1Rk i8(E- Eo))

= j In iRkio(E- E
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0)

c onsequen tly,

II P(V;)dV;

we get

j In IRkiFs,( Rk)dRk

j

~ c In IRkiQ( -t Rk)d( -t Rk)
as

t he Be the lattice are the same as those in the case of one-d.1mens1·onal systems. On
= c · i\ s0

> 0(4.3.24)

k app roaches th e bo undary of the right hand side of t he system. In a simil ar

manner , it is al so ex pected that

the basis of the same argument , it is expected th at the eigenfun ctions on the Bethc
lattice decay expon entially toward the boundary. On the Bet he lattice it may be
expected, as in the case of the one-dimen ional systems, that t he decay-rate of the

(4.3.25 )

eigen function coincides wit h t hat of the Green's fu nction. However, t he estimation
of the decay-rate of th e eigenfunction on t he Bethe latti ce remains a future problem.

as

k approaches th e left hand side of the system . Since the constant

c

is expected

to be pos itive, t hese results show t hat eigen funct ions decay exponentially on both
sides of th e system.

4 .4

Discuss ion

We have argued that the eigenfu nction in one dimension decays exponentially
fast on bot h side of the system. In one-di me nsional sys tems, it has already bee n
shown that t he expone ntial decay-rate of the correlation of eige nfunctions defi ned
by

- lim 2_ln 11/Js(O),Ps(L)I
L- oo

(4.4.1)

L

is given by t he Lyapunov exponent i\s (47, 48]. In order to es timate t he decay-rate,
we have to calcu late t he constant c, which is not yet done at prese nt. T he foregoin g
argument provides an in tuitive un derstandi ng on the decay of eigenfun ctions on both
sides of t he system , th ough it is not ri gorous. Furt hermore, t his argument can be
applied straightforwardly to the case of the Bet he lattice. T he t ransfer operators T
and T" in the case of t he Bethe lattice shoul d be chosen as

=JII Q(y;)dy;P(EK-1

T(x; y)

t= l

and T"(x; y)

K-1

X-

2

t y-

1

-

e I: yi

1

)

(4.4.2)

t =l

=T(y; x). Here Q(y) is the steady solu tion of eq.(3.2.14) in section 3.2

in chapter 3. T he fu ndamental prope rties of th e operators T and T" in the case of
74
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wh ere co= a(2t 1a( 4) - 1a(s)- 1( -t)N- 1 and b0 = (a(2) 2 + a(4j2

Appendix 4.A : Derivation of the Jacobian

+ a(5) 2)/a(2).

We

ca n perform lhe same procedure for the sites {3, 6, 7} indepe nd enlly. Repealing
F'or simpli city, we consider th e case ](= 2 in the foll owing. First, we consid er th e
chan ge of veriables [rom {II;} to {E , a(j) }. Here a is the eige nfunct ion normalized

th ese proced ures fr om the boundary lo th e origin , il is ob tain ed Lhal the Jacobian
is given by

so Lhal a( O) = 1. The relation of these two variables is given by

v:'. -_ E

J( {II;} , {E, a(j) }) = lti N- 1 IIaiJ2 II (1 a (i)l _ 1 la(i')l) ,

_ t Lb-•1=1 a(j)
a(i)
·

i;<o

(4.A.1)
wh ere llaiJ2

Let us consider a portion of the Bel he lallice al the boundary as shown in Fig. 4.3.
T he elements of the Jacobian matrix corresponding to th e sites {2, 4, 5} are give n

la (z)l

(4.A.3)

=L; la(i)l2 and the site i' is the site uniquel y determin ed for each i by

the cond iti on li' - il = 1 and Iii> li'lNext, we co nsider anot her change of variables

by

0

I: a / a (2)

1 0 .. . 0

-a(4)-

1

1 0 ... 0

-a(St 1

1 0
del( -t)N-J

0

*

*

2

-a(2)-

-a(2tl
a(2)/a(4)

2

1

0 .. . 0

(4.A.4)

wh ere z; is defined by

0 ... 0

0

a (i')

a(2)/a(5) 2 0 ... 0

0
0

*

*

{a (i)}--> {z;} ,

*

*

z;=-ta(i)

(4.A.2)

for

{i,i':l il > li'l , li-i'l = 1}.

H is th en obtain ed lhal th e Jacobian J({ a(i) }, {z;}) is given by

J( {a( i) }, { z;}) =

We can tr ansform this part as

(4.A.5)

II Ia( i) ll zd-

1

.

(4.A.6)

i¢0

*

*

0

a(2) 0

a(4) 0 . . . 0

c0 del [

a(S) 0
\

*
*
bo

c0 del[

0

..

0

a(S)

*

I: a/a(2)

-1

0 ... 0

-1

a(2)/a(4)

0

0 ... 0

a (2)/a(5)

0 ... 0

-1

0

*

0

*

0

0 ... 0 a(1)/a(2)

a(4) 0 ... 0
0 . ..

0

*

-1

-1

J({V;} , {E , z;}) =I laW.

*

0

0 ... 0

a(2)/a(4)

0

0 ... 0

0

*

l

*
0

0

-1

From eq.(4. A.3) a.nd eq.(4.A.6) , we finally arrive at

l

a (2)/ a(5 ) 0 ... 0

*
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(4.A.7)

Chapter V
Summary and Future Problems
In the prese nt thesis, the And erson local ization t ransiti on has bee n in vestigated by

4

self-consistent approaches.
In chapter 2, we have obtained mobility edge trajectori es for seve ral dist ri bu-

5

1

6

ti ons of site energies a nd t he results are qual itatively in good ag ree ment wi t h t hose
obtained by the finit e-s ize scalin g meth od.
In chapter 3, we have shown th at in t he ti ght-bind in g And erson model on th e
Bethe lattice the decay-rate of th e Gree n's fun ction can be obtain ed fo r a rbitrary
energies and arbitrary disorder. Th e expli cit results for th e Lorentzia n di stribu tion of

7

site energies have bee n prese nted. Based on these exact results on th e Beth e la tti ce,
we have proposed a criterion for loc ali zation in th e co rrespondin g real sys tems. Our
criterion yi elds exact band edges in the va ni shing limit of disorde r and also yields
exact res ults in on e dimension. Moreover, this criterion is expected to hold better in

Fig. 4.3: A portion of t he Bet he lattice at the boundary.

higher dimension s. Th e mobility edge trajectory by thi s criterion for th e Lorentzia n
distribution of site energies is given by the followin g ellipti c curve

(5. 1.1 )
(see secti on 3.5) and it is quite consistent with the res ult obtained by th e finite-s ize
scali ng method.
In cha pter 4, the exponential decay of t he eigenfun cti on near th e bo und a ry has
been disc ussed.

An intuitive ex plan ation of th e decay of t he eige nfun ction was

desc ribed.
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As was mentioned in chapter 1, one of our motivations for considering t he meanfield type approaches is to obtain the value of the critical exponent v in high d imen-

This may be the reason why the local ization transition occurs in our cr iter ion even
for the two-dimensional system.

sion s. We have obtained in chapter 3 that t he exponent v is given by v = 1 on the

ln the present paper, we have discussed the locali zat ion length but have not

basis of the argument on the Bethe lattice. To relate the argument on the Bethe

me ntioned the conductivity. It would be also a challenging problem to study the

lattice with that in high dimensions, we may think of the Bethe lattice as being

criti cal exponent for the conductivity near the mobility edge in the exte nd ed region

embedded in the infinite-dimensional hypercubic lattice (Z"") [79]. On the Bethe

using the Kubo formula [82]. We have also not mentioned the critical exponents

lattice embedded in Z "" , the euclidean distance between the origin and a site in the

in the two or t hree-dimensional systems. Since we have obtained good results for

Lth shell can be taken as

.JI instead of L [79].

On the grounds of this consideration,

Kunz and Sou ill ard claimed t hat v = 1 on the Bethe latti ce should be reinterpreted

the mobility edge trajectories, our next important probl em would be to study the
criti cal exponents.

as v = 1/2 for the d-d imensional systems with a large d(~ 1) [6, 74, 75], as in the

Actually, it should be mad e clear whether the decay- rate of the Green's fun ction

case of percolation [79, 80] or the Ising model [81]. Our result for the exponen t v in

is self-averaging or not even in the d-dimensional system (d > 1). T he relation

chapter 2 is consiste nt with this interpretation. Using this value of the exponent v

between the decay-rate of the Green's fun ct ion and physical quantities should also

and other ingredients, it is also a rgued by Kunz and Souillard that the upper critical

be clarified rigorously.

dimensionality would be four (de= 4) [6, 75]. This problem, however, has not yet
been se ttled and remai ns to be stud ied in future.

Recently, mathematical approaches to the localization transition have been applied to multi-dimensional systems. These approaches may give us anot her perspec-

As for the mobility edge trajectory, it is given by eq.(5.1.1) for the Lorentzian

tive of the Anderson local ization.

distribution of site energies. T hi s may suggest that in order to obtain a non-t rivial
ph ase diagram of the locali zation transition in the limit as

J( -+

CXJ,

we should

co nsider a scaling, for example, as

t ex: lj.JK,
with fixed

E ex:

EVK,

'Y ex:

;y.Ji(

(5.1.2)

t, E and ;y. It may be also an interesting problem to study th e infinite-

dimensional limit (d ==)of the Anderson transition with the a bove scal ing (I<=
2d - 1).
Our criterion yields the local ization transition even in the two-dimensional system. In our approximation in chapter 3, the effect of closed loops was neglected.
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